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Executive Summary
Korn Ferry partnered with Fairfax County to conduct a comprehensive compensation study for the
Environmental and Trades Occupations. The study covered approximately 44 positions.

The study objectives were to determine whether the County’s current compensation policy is aligned with
the markets from which it needs to recruit talent, and if it is adequate to attract, motivate and retain the
right staff (in accordance with the County’s mission and compensation strategy) in the most cost-effective
manner. This was done by performing a market competitive analysis using all 44 positions benchmarked
against similar jobs:
• At select peer organizations using custom survey market data or other surveys (7 jurisdictions);
• In other similar industry organizations;
• In the Washington, DC market (local jurisdictions surrounding the Fairfax County area).
The content of approximately the 44 benchmark positions were evaluated by Korn Ferry using job
classification specs provided by the County.
From an internal pay perspective, reasonable relationships exist between job size and pay, with the
exception of a few outliers, where pay is either higher or lower when comparing job size between peer
levels (current internal pay practices).
Korn Ferry’s top line findings and conclusions are summarized below.
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Executive Summary
Market Competitiveness
The selected peer group represents the County’s “business sector” and is comprised of similar organizations in the Public Sector in
surrounding areas. These organizations are of similar style and job complexity as well as organizations with whom the County
competes for talent. The current peer group does not demonstrate any obvious bias and is an appropriate position for the County in
the future.
The County’s target compensation, or pay philosophy, is currently set at the 50 th percentile of the market (market represents 7
surrounding jurisdictions). Based on the Korn Ferry’s experience, this is a reasonable starting point and represents some
organizations in the County’s recruitment strategy. When comparing the County to the local jurisdictions, the following competitive
position has resulted across all the benchmark jobs:
Overall, the County is at or above market in most cases against the 50th percentile of the peer group. Findings summarized below:
• 4 positions fall below market;
• 18 positions fall in a competitive market range;
• 22 positions fall above the competitive market range.
However, the analysis of the competitive market in which the County competes for talent reveals a significant need for improvement
or expansion of peer group component, across all levels. The data above indicates that the County is at or above at most levels, but
this is against a very narrow market and does not represent the reality for hiring or retention of talent. Essentially the County has
positioned itself at the top of the comparator group. Also, in a large number of cases we found that while the structure midpoint
looked extremely competitive, the actual salaries weren’t close to the structure midpoint.
There is clearly a need, based on both the types of jobs and the challenges expressed by management, to expand the current pay
philosophy. The consultants spent a considerable amount of time with senior management representatives across the various
environmental and trade functions, and there is a clear need to set against a more “realistic” competitive peer group given the
challenges in keeping, rewarding and attracting employees. The analysis demonstrates that if the County continues to follow the
current classification and pay system, it will not be able to attract, motivate and retain the talent necessary to achieve its mission.
© 2018 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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Executive Summary
Recommendations
The expansion of a broader market was discussed in-depth with senior management across the various functions in the
Environmental and Trades occupations. The limited or “narrow” market comparator groups is causing significant compression
and pay issues across these functions and management is having difficulty attracting and retaining the talent needed to achieve
results and effectively carry out its mission. Korn Ferry recommends that the County adopt a pay policy that is still aligned with
market median but expands to include some additional comparators (such as private sector and some not-for-profit
organizations).
Additionally, utilizing or paying above market midpoint should be considered as many managers require the ability to pay at
higher levels both internally (develop and motivate and reward high performers and high potentials) and externally (paying above
midpoint will allow hiring at more competitive rates and consideration from potential candidates).
Also consider giving additional autonomy to functional leaders to hire closer to the midpoint and in limited number of cases even
go above the stated midpoint. This will empower managers to hire individuals where the scenario may be time sensitive.
Proposed Pay Plan
Korn Ferry recommends that the County continue to use a formal pay plan targeted at the 50 th percentile of the “market”
(market should be expanded to include a blend of Public Sector and some other organizations in either public or private sector, as
needed). Korn Ferry’s study confirms that the 50th percentile is a reasonable and appropriate position for the County in order to
achieve its mission and attract and retain the necessary talent, but at a much broader level.
Additional consideration for some compensation in terms of hiring bonuses, including student loan payments or one-time
bonuses for some positions should be reviewed where there are high turnovers or extreme difficulty in attracting talent.
Some positions are working in hazardous environments and require hazard duty pay. Our report provides recommendations to
review the working conditions for some positions and adopt a pay philosophy to compensate those workers under hazardous
conditions.
The continued use of a formal pay plan will allow the County to manage the compensation of many different jobs within a
compensation system designed to align job responsibilities with market competitive compensation.
© 2018 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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Project Overview
Each year Fairfax County Government is tasked with taking an annual review of all occupational groups in
order to review the current external salary market competitiveness for each occupation. In April of 2017,
The County of Fairfax, Virginia (the ‘County’) partnered with Korn Ferry (‘KF’) to conduct a comprehensive
compensation study for the Environmental and Trades Occupations. The goals set forth were:
▪ To determine the overall prevailing salaries for the Counties “Environmental and Trade” occupations.
▪ The analysis to be conducted and recommendations administered will take into consideration various
situations, such as:
− Pay compression between various level occupations.
− Internal pay inequities amongst the “Environmental and Trade” occupations at different hierarchical
levels.
− Potential modifications to the County’s compensation and salary administration
processes/procedures for applicable occupations.
▪ Overall, the expectations were to provide services on a variety of compensation programs, including but
not limited to:
− Pay range evaluation;

− Market Pricing and Analysis;

− Broad banding or other alternative pay range options;

− Compensation Strategy;

− Classification;

− Compensation Administration; and

− Salary Surveys;

− Strategic Communication and Training
© 2018 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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Data Gathering & Interview Themes
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Data Gathering
The County provided KF several documents below:
▪ Organization charts;
▪ Job descriptions;
▪ Class specifications;
▪ Results from previous compensation studies;
▪ Turnover statistics by employee groups;
▪ List of target participants for the custom survey;
▪ Financial (budget) information; and

▪ Input from functional leaders by way of KF conducting executive interviews and focus groups with a
number of employee groups within the County.
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Interview Themes Pertaining to Rewards
▪ Benefits are competitive at the County, although
there is a some speculation that the upcoming
changes to the retirement benefit coupled with the
low base salaries may not be enough to attract
talent for the future.
− Historically, the stability and benefits offered
by the County could be enough to offset the
lower pay competitiveness.
▪ There is not enough movement within a salary
grade to retain top talent.

“Benefits are great, but you can’t eat the
benefits or keep a roof over
your head with them”
“Annual increases are not keeping up
with cost of living”

− Budgets of 1-2%, when available, have
perpetuated a lack of competitiveness when “Our take home pay has decreased because
hiring or retaining talent.
benefit costs have risen more than the annual
▪ Some concern over pay competitiveness for work
being performed during unfavorable or extreme
conditions, expressed interest in defining, and
perhaps implementing, a “hazard pay” option as a
means of remaining competitive.

increase budgeted”

▪ There is a strong desire for a pay for performance,
recognition or merit system programs to reward
individuals.
© 2018 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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Interview Themes Pertaining to Role Structure
▪ In general - it appears that the County has breadth and added
complexity to their roles than other Counties hence, requiring
most individuals to be cross-trained across roles in each
agency.
▪ The job holder is expected to have broad knowledge vs. other
counties that may have a specialty specific role. For e.g.,
Master Combination Inspector, Technicians at DVS, FCPA
Maintenance roles, Engineers at LDS, HVAC at FCPA and FMD,
Environment and Services Supervisor role at DPWES.
▪ There are current job matches that do not reflect the actual
job responsibilities at the County. For e.g., Combination
Inspector, Branch Chief role, Heavy Equipment Operators at
DPWES (difficult to find who have both Class A (tractor trailers
as well as Commercial vehicles), Parts shop/materials
management at DVS (these are not warehouse jobs- they
need the technical and automotive/fire/rescue/bus
knowledge), Code Specialist III at LDS.

“Burnout and low staff morale
is a constant challenge”

▪ There is a concern to retain key talent and to transfer
institutional knowledge as the most tenured individuals
approach retirement.
− There is a question if the jobs need to be restructured
to replace the large breadth of knowledge currently in
place.
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Interview Themes Pertaining to Job Levels
▪ We consistently heard that there are concerns about
compression within grades and pay.
▪ The County promotion policy often does not match the
market rate of pay for external hires.
− Also evident is the fact that internal promotions and
long tenured individuals are often paid less than
newly hired or less experienced hires.

“Fairfax County is like a stepping stone
for a career because people obtain the
skills and then leave to go to other
Counties or DC”

▪ Some agencies do not utilize the entry level job
“Often there is only a one grade
classification because they are looking for more
experienced individuals to hit the ground running on day 1, difference however the job duties for a
and also because generally the pay is not competitive at
supervisor feel greater than a one grade
the entry level.
difference”
▪ Additionally, there is compression felt between the
supervisor levels and the individual contributors.

▪ It is difficult to retain journey level skills or higher levels
because the County trains them effectively and then they
leave for a higher paying role which in most cases might
also entail lesser responsibilities.
▪ It appears that the journey roles have comparable
responsibilities across classifications. They are typically
able to work independently using senior or journey level
technical skills.
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Interview Themes from FMD
▪ External hires come from private sector i.e.:
a.

Recruitment:
− Hire from within, apprenticeship programs;
− Hard to hire from the outside; and
− Show the maximum on the job posting but cannot offer above the mid - similar to what we heard in
other groups.

b.

Retention:
− Once you decide to work for the county, no issue with turnover;
− Not pulling from other counties;
− Pull from private sector only;

− Settling for lowest skill set so quality is lacking; and
− Part of the problem is they only have residential experience because of salary.
▪ Once working for the County, focus on promoting from within and apprenticeship programs for the
Electricians and HVAC positions.
▪ Difficult to find the commercial skills needed to operate the equipment due to pay.

© 2018 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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Interview Themes from LDS
▪ Compete for talent across other VA or MD Counties, private developer firms and other agencies at the
County.
▪ At the County, the size and volume of projects are larger than other counties. Also, the County has more
cross functional responsibilities across residential, commercial, storm water, construction and geo tech.
Competing Counties may have more specialization within the roles, for example.
▪ The Code Specialist roles which are often used to promote the technical background and qualifications for
individuals who do not have an Engineering Degree.
▪ Difficult to find candidates at the advance expert level given the breadth of responsibility and balance of
technical knowledge plus leadership skills.
▪ It is critical to review the matches for the Chief Building Inspections and Combination Inspector role to
accurately reflect the job responsibilities.

© 2018 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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Interview Themes from FCPA
▪ Golf roles are difficult to find competitive data. There is a large variance in how the levels of work are
used because of the complexity of facilities and often roles are titled to obtain a higher salary grade to
compete.
▪ Roles are broader compared to other counties and private sector because of project size and lifecycle
project management skills.
▪ Tree trimmers are a rare and unique skill set that are difficult to retain. The Parks Authority has to use
external contractors which are much more costly to keep up with the demand and technical skills
required.
▪ Merit staff are guaranteed 40 hours which creates some concerns with staffing levels and flexibility of job
responsibilities across the seasons. There are several seasonal roles, including Ecologist I and II that are
difficult to find each year and often leave for a job that provides benefits outside the County.

▪ Benchmarked some pay to the federal government GS scale - noted from interview with Ecologists.

© 2018 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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Interview Themes from DPWES
▪ There appeared to be some concerns over the big difference in grades (17 vs 19) for supervisor roles in
Wastewater Collection Division, Maintenance and Stormwater Management and Solid Waste
Management; these should be reviewed for job classification and pay parity. The group stated that the
jobs are very similar in terms of complexity and accountabilities, but are classified differently.
▪ Consider implementing safety bonuses and recognition/pay for performance programs.
▪ High degree of innovation, fabrication and internal technical skills used – helps to limit the use of outside
contractors.
▪ Difficulty recruiting for leadership (senior and seasoned individuals) roles because of the institutional
knowledge and external relationships required to work in the County (learning curve is seen as long given
the complexities within the county).
▪ Many roles must be knowledgeable about the regulations and MS4 program with DEQ, which brings more
complexity to certain roles.
▪ Industrial Electricians, Instrumentation Technicians and Plant Mechanics work together frequently and
their job matches should be reviewed to reflect the size and complexity that the roles require. These
roles require individuals to be highly technical and apply critical thinking skills to maintain, repair and
ensure effectiveness of the equipment.

▪ Challenge finding and/or training staff for supervisory experience from a very technical skillset of staff.
▪ Right-of-Way job levels were once aligned with engineering and project management. There is a concern
that they are paid similarly in the market but that is not reflected at the County (review benchmarking).
© 2018 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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Interview Themes from DVS
▪ Parts room roles should not be compared to warehouse or materials management role because of the
specific technical and automotive skills needed to find parts.
▪ High use of technology to diagnose and routinely use laptops and programming skills to fix vehicles and
maintain equipment.
▪ Recruitment is difficult because not a lot of youth are going into the automotive field. It is not monetarily
rewarding.
▪ Quite a few County employees have second full time jobs to make up for lack of pay at the County.
▪ Difficult to fill the night shift.
▪ Considered essential personnel - noted in interview with Vehicle and Equipment roles. Work as essential
personnel even when schools close.
▪ Need to pay more competitively to attract the quality of talent needed to work across police, fire, school,
waste management and emergency vehicles.
▪ Perception from the group that pay is not competitive with the private sector; roles that come from
dealerships often receive incentive pay and higher salaries (although most understand the trade-off and
balance working for the County).

© 2018 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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Summary of Observations and Action Items
from Interviews
▪ Rewards:

− Hazard Duty Pay: The County should consider establishing a formal hazard duty pay policy for positions that
encounter hazardous conditions and/or stressful work conditions. However, criteria should be established
when defining and setting hazard duty pay, including considering work duty that causes extreme physical
discomfort and distress which is not adequately alleviated by protective devices and is deemed to impose a
physical hardship (market practice later in this report expands on this topic). Specific positions that the
County should review for additional information regarding the hazardous working conditions include:
− DVS :
▪ Vehicle Equipment Technicians – work with hazardous materials
▪ Automotive Body Repairer – environmental workplace hazards

− DPWES:
▪ Plant Mechanic: Level 2 - Works in confined spaces with hazardous chemicals
▪ Environmental techs - household hazardous waste exposure

− Internal Equity: review current incumbent pay vs. new hires to ensure fairness and equity as perception that
new hires are being paid substantially more. Criteria such as tenure and performance should be considered
when moving individuals within their respective grade (within-grade-progression).
▪ Job Classification:
− Positions to Review: Various positions need review in terms of current job accountabilities documented vs.
actual work being performed. This should be done under a formal re-classification review, and should include
the following positions:
− Combination Inspector Branch Chief, Heavy Equipment Operators, Parts shop/materials management,
Code Specialist III, Industrial Electricians, Industrial Technicians, Plant Mechanics, Right-of-Way Agents
and Tree Trimmers (Arborists).
© 2018 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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Internal Review of Benchmark Jobs KF Methodology
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Internal Review of Jobs
▪ KF spent a considerable amount of time ensuring that the 44 benchmark roles were clear to us in terms of
complexity of work, decision making, scope, accountabilities and impact. All of this information was gained
through formal documentation and validated by individual interviews with senior stakeholders and focus groups
with employees.
▪ Although not in the scope of our project, we found it useful for our own purposes and to be able to review
positions across the various data sources, to utilize our job evaluation methodology to assess the hierarchy of
positions in the Environmental and Trades occupations. The list of benchmarks are listed below. This analysis,
however, was limited as an internal validation process as part of the consultants due diligence and methodology
and the County is not expected to utilize or adopt the job evaluation methodology going forward. Our
methodology is outlined in Appendix A.
Job
No.

Fairfax County Benchmark Job

Job
No.

Fairfax County Benchmark Job

1

AIRCRAFT & POWERPLANT TECH II

17

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SPEC II

2

ARBORIST

18

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIST II

3

ASSISTANT VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT SUPERINTENDENT

19

FACILITIES MANAGER

4

AUTOMOTIVE BODY REPAIRER II

20

FACILITY ATTENDANT II

5

CARPENTER II

21

FIRE INSPECTOR II

6

CHIEF BUILDING ENGINEER

22

GENERAL BLDG MAINT WORKER II

7

CHIEF OF SURVEY PARTIES

23

GOLF COURSE SUPT. II

8

CODE COMP INVESTIGATOR II

24

HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

9

CODE SPECIALIST II

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

HVAC I

10

COMBINATION INSPECTOR

11

CUSTODIAN II

12

ECOLOGIST II

13

ELECTRICIAN II

14

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TECH II

15

ENGINEER III

16

ENGINEER IV

INSTRUMENTATION TECHNICIAN III
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT II
LOCKSMITH II

Job
No.

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Fairfax County Benchmark Job
PAINTER I
PEST CONTROLLER I
PLANT OPERATOR II
PLUMBER I
PRINT SHOP OPERATOR II
RIGHT-OF-WAY AGENT
TRADES SUPERVISOR
TREE TRIMMER II
URBAN FORESTER II
UTILITIES ANALYST
VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN II
WELDER I

MAINTENANCE TRADE HELPER II
MAINTENANCE WORKER
MASON
MATERIAL MGMT SPECIALIST II
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Internal Review of Jobs – Job Classification
Our review of Fairfax County jobs and job classifications revealed some opportunities for additional review by the
County:
▪ Tree Trimmer vs. Arborist vs. Urban Forester: As we understand, the current benchmark position (#40) Tree
Trimmer II functions are more closely matched to an Arborist (or desired to be).
▪ According to the National Arborist Association, the difference between an Arborist and Tree Trimmer are as
follows:
− Arborists are really tree doctors, diagnosing and treating tree diseases, nutrient deficiencies and structural
problems. Additionally, there is a fair amount of education that Arborists provide around how the anatomy
of the tree works, how diseases affect trees and how a tree’s immune system functions. Arborists also use
mathematics to analyse a tree’s structure or how structurally sound a tree is, which needs to be done
correctly to ensure a tree’s structure is safe. Typical credentials include a Bachelor’s degree in Horticulture,
Botany or Forestry and/or Certified Arborist.
− Tree Trimmers, under the direction of a crew leader or even the Arborist, handle the actual physical removal
of the damaged trees, plants and branches along with some tree maintenance work.
▪ Urban Foresters are correctly classified and match the professional definition of developing and managing
complex or advanced urban forest management programs, projects and long term strategic initiatives relating to
forest pest, forest conservation, urban forestry, landscape management and land development.

▪ The current Fairfax County classification is more closely aligned to a Tree Trimmer, roles which are performing
skilled and semi-skilled manual tree maintenance work. We would recommend adding a new classification more
closely aligned to the definition above for the Arborist series.
▪ ERI, under the Bureau of Labor Statistics, does not collect data for Arborists. Other County governments, private
sector organizations (tree care companies) and private consultants hire Arborists. Median pay ranges from $28$35 per hour.
© 2018 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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Internal Review of Jobs – Job Classification
Our review of Fairfax County jobs and job classifications revealed some opportunities for additional review by the
County:
▪ Golf Course Superintendent II: The current Fairfax County job classification states that the level II supervises the
maintenance of an 18 hole golf course and associated buildings and grounds that may include oversight of a
driving range or other park facilities. Credentials include certification and strong knowledge in the profession, an
Associate’s degree and at least 2 years of experience (minimum requirements).
▪ When reviewing similar roles across the peer groups, the consultants validated that the comparable level of
Superintendent was being used consistently when reviewing market data and met the criteria listed above.
Positions with more complexity, bigger responsibility and oversight over multiple golf courses (36 holes) would be
at a higher level of work and corresponding pay.
▪ Further validation using a secondary data source, the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America
Compensation Survey, validated our findings. Progression through a Superintendent rank is dependent on
certification and degrees, similar to how the County has the career progression.
▪ The consultants would recommend an internal review of the current classifications of the Golf Course
Superintendents at levels I, II and III to ensure they are meeting the needs of the County, if clear distinction of
levels is appropriate given the complexity of work and accountabilities.

© 2018 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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Internal Review of Jobs – Job Classification
Our review of Fairfax County jobs and job classifications revealed some opportunities for additional review by the County:
▪

HVAC I: this position is a journey-level maintenance, repair, and installer of industrial and commercial HVAC (Heating,
Ventilation, Air Conditioning) equipment and systems; and performs related work as required under general direction.
These positions generally require possession of a valid journeyman license from the state of Virginia within twelve months
of date of appointment to the position.
As with many skilled labor workers, and according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, HVAC mechanic and installer jobs
nationwide are expected to grow 14% through 2022. The County may find it challenging to retain this level of skilled
worker and may look at faster career progression and/or adjust the career span for a HVAC technician which may be
between 3-5 years. Alternatively, this level of skill may be better outsourced as technology changes so quickly and external
vendor support and expertise may be more economical for the County.

▪

Vehicle and Equipment Technician: As a result of the most recent Fire study (uniform occupations) under our partnership
with the County, it was determined that “Fire Mechanics” should be removed from the current “F” pay plan utilized for
uniform occupations and transition to the “S” pay plan under the Vehicle and Equipment Technician series which is utilized
for non-uniform occupations. The Fire Mechanics could easily transition to the Vehicle and Equipment Technician series
with expanding the current class specifications (essential functions, education, experience and certifications) to ensure they
accurately reflect the Fire Technician roles. This transition would allow more flexibility in career paths across all levels,
especially within Fire where currently there is limited career growth. The following reclassification is recommended based
on reviewing the job duties, accountabilities and credentials within the current class specifications:
➢ Fire Mechanic (F17): Vehicle and Equipment Technician III (S21)
➢ Fire Apparatus Assistant Supervisor (F19): Vehicle and Equipment Supervisor (S22)
➢ Fire Apparatus Supervisor (F21): Vehicle and Equipment – Assistant Superintendent (S25)
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Internal Review of Jobs – Recruiting & Retention
▪ Our interview process and review of Fairfax County jobs found that many departments are faced with
challenges in recruiting and retention are summarized below:
▪ The various County departments shared information regarding challenges for certain jobs in both
retention and recruiting (data from declined offers) in the environmental and trades functions (as
outlined in our interview themes).
▪ Increasing competitive pay position and wages is just one avenue to explore while building a strategy for
employee recruitment and retention. There are a variety of factors that will ultimately help you to attract
and keep the best talent, including career development opportunities, training, leadership development
and employee engagement and satisfaction. These issues should be reviewed in your organization across
the various departments to understand the most effective means of remaining competitive in a tough
recruitment market.
▪ The consultants have noted these challenges from a hiring and retention perspective and communicated
to the HR project team. Upon agreement and acceptance of this pay study, special attention to these jobs
should be reviewed by individual employee for internal equity and external market position (i.e., paying
closer to midpoint if warranted).

© 2018 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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External Competitiveness Analysis
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External Competitiveness Analysis
External competitiveness examines the aggregate position of an employee’s pay compared to certain
percentile levels in the external market.
▪ To determine the Counties position relative to the market, KF conducted two sub-analysis using several
sources of data.
− Data is not the answer. Data is ‘information’ that is used to make decisions. Because of this, the more
data (information) you have, the more equip you are to make a decision.

▪ The first, or positioning, sub-analysis examines the midpoint pay, in each benchmark job as a whole
compared to several market sources.
− The purpose of the positioning analysis is to determine the relative position of each ‘job’ against the
various data sources so that we can determine the appropriate ‘blend’ of data going into the weighted
analysis.
− Some sources of data are aligned to certain jobs. The positioning analysis helps to reveal which data
sources match which jobs; and the most effective way to apply ‘weightings’ to the data that will result
in the most appropriate comparator.
▪ The second, or weighted, sub-analysis goes deeper and examines each individual employee’s pay against
midpoint/median of the market depending on the matches used with the applied weightings determined
by the positioning analysis.
− By looking at the market position at each individual employee level, you can begin to make critical
compensation decisions on an individual basis using the Counties philosophy and strategy: to maintain
a competitive level for compensation administration with at least the external salary range mid-point
average of comparator organizations in the local Washington DC area.

© 2018 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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Survey Data Sources Analysis
▪ Using the approved leveling process and our understanding of each benchmark job, KF compared the
County’s median pay by position to the external market sources, using the following criteria.
1. Our initial focus was to conduct a custom survey as well along with the LGPA survey to include
institutions that have similarly-structured pay systems in relevant and local jurisdictions and where
the County competes for talent. This included local, county and public sector institutions.
2. Secondly, we focused on comparable private sector (for-profit and non-profit) employers in the
area. Since the County focuses on well respected, recently published sources of market data, we
referenced and compared (as appropriate) benchmark positions to the HRA-NCA's annual
compensation survey (DC focused), Economic Research Institute's Salary Assessor survey, and KF's
extensive database which includes private, public and not-for profit data. These data sources are
used to supplement gaps from the custom survey effort. The KF database replaces the Mercer and
Towers salary surveys as they are comparable. We are confident that our surveys are equal if not
stronger sources.
3. Lastly, we utilized third party surveys that we had access to for benchmarking to unique jobs. We
reviewed the surveys carefully, ensured they were credible sources, and matched the County
benchmarks based on job functions. The most relevant data source was the 2018 Engineering-East
Salary Survey.
▪ Since surveys are conducted at different times, all data were aged to a common date of August, 2018
using a 3% per annum to form a consistent baseline for benchmarking. Data sources for market data on
annual increase included both Korn Ferry and World at Work.
Note: See job matches in Appendix B for ERI, HRA-NCA, Engineering Survey and LGPA surveys. The list of
surveys and participants can be found in Appendix C.
© 2018 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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External Competitiveness
▪ Once the survey data sources (both custom survey and third-party surveys) are quality
reviewed and finalized, the actual base salary for each individual incumbent is compared to
the 50th percentile of the chosen market.
▪ The results are examined as follows:
− First, positions to market can be seen as a percent above or below the 50th percentile
− Second, the current position in range is displayed and can be used to compare to the
market median.
▪ An examination of current position in range and recommendation to new range based on the
market P50 and midpoint of salary range, should be considered.
▪ Reduction to a lower grade is not recommended, even though some position range
midpoints are higher than market midpoint.
▪ When compared to the market on an aggregate, the Counties salaries are generally more
competitive overall, but on a job/incumbent basis, they are vast differences between pay
and market position.
▪ The Counties' salary practice is slightly “flatter” than the prevailing market compensation
practices (i.e., as job size increases, pay does not increase at a comparable rate).
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Analysis Findings by Job
▪ The following tables illustrate each County benchmark against:
− The midpoint of the market salary range.
▪ If appropriate matches did not exist against the custom survey or the LGPA survey, we
utilized the median or average salary as reported in other third party surveys such as ERI,
HRA-NCA and the Engineering survey.
▪ Each benchmark position is represented with an average rate of pay (averaged for
benchmark positions that have multiple incumbents) as well as the current salary range
midpoint.
▪ Recommendations for shifting to a higher grade is made if warranted (if the benchmark
position is lower against the targeted market). This is based on the County’s policy of
“market-based” approach. We would recommend review and impact for internal equity
before adjustments are made.
▪ Making the appropriate grade adjustments to benchmark positions, as recommended, will
allow the County to be competitive against the peer group and ensure attraction and
retention of talent.
▪ If needed, and if supporting data regarding turnover and retention statistics are high for
certain positions, the County may wish to consider actual pay closer or above the midpoint
as needed.
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Analysis Findings by Job
Job Fairfax County
No. Benchmark Job Title
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

AIRCRAFT & POWERPLANT TECH II
ARBORIST (new position)
ASSISTANT VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT SUPERINT
AUTOMOTIVE BODY REPAIRER II
CARPENTER II
CHIEF BUILDING ENGINEER
CHIEF OF SURVEY PARTIES
CODE COMP INVESTIGATOR II
CODE SPECIALIST II
COMBINATION INSPECTOR
CUSTODIAN II
ECOLOGIST II
ELECTRICIAN II
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TECH II
ENGINEER III
ENGINEER IV
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SPEC II
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIST II
FACILITIES MANAGER
FACILITY ATTENDANT II
FIRE INSPECTOR II
GENERAL BLDG MAINT WORKER II

Position Status (# of positions)
General Merit (1)
General Merit (5)
General Merit (4)
General Merit (5)
General Merit (11)
General Merit (1)
General Merit (17)
General Merit (23)
General Merit (18)
General Merit (4), Non-Merit (3)
General Merit (6), Non-Merit (2)
General Merit (14)
General Merit (8)
General Merit (113), Non-Merit (10), Temporary (1)
General Merit (45), Non-Merit (1)
General Merit (27)
General Merit (2)
General Merit (4)
General Merit (9), Non-Merit (5), Temporary (26)
General Merit (23), Non-Merit (1)
General Merit (30)

Fairfax County Survey Mkt Data
Average Base Average Structure
(Incumbent)
Midpoint
84,385
n/a
91,773
56,687
67,566
76,463
87,027
76,170
79,769
65,652
37,554
71,308
64,117
67,105
87,728
106,652
66,106
60,327
100,972
41,002
56,325
58,455

75,684
70,408
80,913
56,950
55,526
71,178
78,842
58,874
84,186
64,022
43,057
84,081
60,080
56,950
89,305
95,873
61,543
65,937
95,933
46,696
63,304
50,336

Avg. Incumbent
Base Variance
to Survey Mkt
11%
n/a
13%
0%
22%
7%
10%
29%
-5%
3%
-13%
-15%
7%
18%
-2%
11%
7%
-9%
5%
-12%
-11%
16%

Current FFX Structure
Midpoint vs. Survey
Midpoint

Positioning
vs. Market

70,806

-6%

Below Market

81,733
61,567
58,764
77,936
85,528
77,936
81,733
67,653
37,132
77,936
64,486
67,653
89,742
98,617
74,196
70,806
94,068
48,939
64,486
58,764

1%
8%
6%
9%
8%
32%
-3%
6%
-14%
-7%
7%
19%
0%
3%
21%
7%
-2%
5%
2%
17%

In Competitive Range
Above Market
Above Market
Above Market
Above Market
Above Market
In Competitive Range
Above Market
Below Market
Below Market
Above Market
Above Market
In Competitive Range
In Competitive Range
Above Market
Above Market
In Competitive Range
In Competitive Range
In Competitive Range
Above Market

Current FFX
Current FFX
Grade
Structure Midpoint
S22
n/a
S25
S19
S18
S24
S26
S24
S25
S21
S08
S24
S20
S21
S27
S29
S23
S22
S28
S14
S20
S18

KF
Recommended
Grade Changes
Up 1 Grade
S22

Up 3 Grades
Up 1 Grade
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Analysis Findings by Job
Job Fairfax County
No. Benchmark Job Title

Position Status (# of positions)

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

General Merit (1)
General Merit (95), Non-Merit (2), Temporary (4)
General Merit (13)
General Merit (7)
General Merit (1)
General Merit (4)
General Merit (4)
General Merit (85), Non-Merit (31), Temporary (4)
General Merit (3)
General Merit (17)
General Merit (5)
General Merit (4)
General Merit (14)
General Merit (3)
General Merit (5)
General Merit (8)
General Merit (5)
General Merit (1)
General Merit (11)
General Merit (1)
General Merit (102), Non-Merit (1)
General Merit (2)

GOLF COURSE SUPT. II
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR
HVAC I
INSTRUMENTATION TECHNICIAN III
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT II
LOCKSMITH II
MAINTENANCE TRADE HELPER II
MAINTENANCE WORKER
MASON
MATERIAL MGMT SPECIALIST II
PAINTER I
PEST CONTROLLER I
PLANT OPERATOR II
PLUMBER I
PRINT SHOP OPERATOR II
RIGHT-OF-WAY AGENT
TRADES SUPERVISOR
TREE TRIMMER II
URBAN FORESTER II
UTILITIES ANALYST
VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN II
WELDER I
GRAND TOTAL*

Fairfax County Survey Mkt Data
Average Base Average Structure
(Incumbent)
Midpoint
85,964
56,286
55,617
72,853
89,853
70,154
44,919
36,723
58,372
49,069
53,997
52,380
63,604
50,754
62,451
84,348
77,335
52,386
78,641
101,842
61,620
48,119

83,379
47,476
56,950
62,917
65,000
61,834
43,472
39,034
56,010
47,489
51,318
40,852
59,388
54,160
56,551
73,250
71,178
43,691
72,643
91,078
56,950
52,223
2,726,110

Avg. Incumbent
Base Variance
to Survey Mkt
3%
19%
-2%
16%
38%
13%
3%
-6%
4%
3%
5%
28%
7%
-6%
10%
15%
9%
20%
8%
12%
8%
-8%
4%

Current FFX
Current FFX
Grade
Structure Midpoint
S22
S17
S19
S22
S24
S20
S12
S10
S18
S15
S16
S17
S19
S18
S16
S23
S22
S17
S24
S27
S20
S17
$

70,806
56,196
61,567
70,806
77,936
64,486
44,502
40,651
58,764
51,283
53,614
56,196
61,567
58,764
53,614
74,196
70,806
56,196
77,936
89,742
64,486
56,196
2,880,791

Current FFX Structure
Midpoint vs. Survey
Midpoint
-15%
18%
8%
13%
20%
4%
2%
4%
5%
8%
4%
38%
4%
9%
-5%
1%
-1%
29%
7%
-1%
13%
8%
6%

Positioning
vs. Market
Below Market
Above Market
Above Market
Above Market
Above Market
In Competitive Range
In Competitive Range
In Competitive Range
In Competitive Range
Above Market
In Competitive Range
Above Market
In Competitive Range
Above Market
In Competitive Range
In Competitive Range
In Competitive Range
Above Market
Above Market
In Competitive Range
Above Market
Above Market

KF
Recommended
Grade Changes
Up 3 Grades

* GRAND TOTAL reflects FFX's % above the Survey Market Median
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Market Incentive Pay


The organizations who participated in the custom survey communicated that
environmental and trade positions typically do not have a formal incentive plan, with a
few exceptions where positions receive more than base pay.



The most common type of bonus or variable pay plan in public sector governments are
typically across the board “bonus”, with less than 1% of base salary; recruitment and
retention bonuses for executive and director levels or “hot skill” jobs; and some spot
awards or project focused bonuses that have direct impact on result or strategic
initiatives.



Formalized short and/or long term incentives plan in public sector are less than 10% in
the organizations we cited and typically reserved at the executive level.



The table on the following page indicates by job where incentive/bonus pay is prevalent
in the market and typical percent of base salary paid.
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Market Incentive Pay by Job
Job
Fairfax County Benchmark Job
No.

Incentive/Bonus
Pay Plan

Percent of Base
Salary (Target)

x

2-3%

1

AIRCRAFT & POWERPLANT TECH II

2

ARBORIST

3
4
5

CARPENTER II

x

6

CHIEF BUILDING ENGINEER

7

CHIEF OF SURVEY PARTIES

8

Job
Fairfax County Benchmark Job
No.

Incentive/Bonus
Pay Plan

Percent of Base
Salary (Target)

x

1-2%

23

GOLF COURSE SUPT. II

24

HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

ASSISTANT VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT SUPERINTENDENT

25

HVAC I

AUTOMOTIVE BODY REPAIRER II

26

INSTRUMENTATION TECHNICIAN III

2%

27

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT II

x

3-4%

28

LOCKSMITH II

x

3-5%

29

MAINTENANCE TRADE HELPER II

CODE COMP INVESTIGATOR II

30

MAINTENANCE WORKER

9

CODE SPECIALIST II

31

MASON

10

COMBINATION INSPECTOR

32

MATERIAL MGMT SPECIALIST II

11

CUSTODIAN II

33

PAINTER I

12

ECOLOGIST II

34

PEST CONTROLLER I

13

ELECTRICIAN II

35

PLANT OPERATOR II

14

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TECH II

36

PLUMBER I

15

ENGINEER III

x

1-2%

37

PRINT SHOP OPERATOR II

16

ENGINEER IV

x

1-2%

38

RIGHT-OF-WAY AGENT

x

1-2%

17

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SPEC II

39

TRADES SUPERVISOR

x

2%

18

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIST II

40

TREE TRIMMER II

19

FACILITIES MANAGER

41

URBAN FORESTER II

x

1%

20

FACILITY ATTENDANT II

42

UTILITIES ANALYST

21

FIRE INSPECTOR II

43

VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN II

x

1-2%

22

GENERAL BLDG MAINT WORKER II

44

WELDER I

x

x
x

1-2%

1%
1-2%
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Pay Differentials


The table on the right
outlines the
benchmark positions
and where pay
differentials are most
common amongst the
comparators.

Job
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Fairfax County Benchmark Job
AIRCRAFT & POWERPLANT TECH II
ARBORIST
ASSISTANT VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT SUPERINT
AUOMOTIVE BODY REPAIRER II
CARPENTER II
CHIEF BUILDING ENGINEER
CHIEF OF SURVEY PARTIES
CODE COMP INVESTIGATOR II
CODE SPECIALIST II
COMBINATION INSPECTOR
CUSTODIAN II
ECOLOGIST II
ELECTRICIAN II
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TECH II
ENGINEER III
ENGINEER IV
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SPEC II
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIST II
FACILITIES MANAGER
FACILITY ATTENDANT II
FIRE INSPECTOR II
GENERAL BLDG MAINT WORKER II
GOLF COURSE SUPT II
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR
HVAC I
INSTRUMENTATION TECHNICIAN III
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT II
LOCKSMITH II
MAINTENANCE TRADE HELPER II
MAINTENANCE WORKER
MASON
MATERIAL MGMT SPECIALIST II
PAINTER I
PEST CONTROLLER I
PLANT OPERATOR II
PLUMBER I
PRINT SHOP OPERATOR II
RIGHT-OF-WAY AGENT
TRADES SUPERVISOR
TREE TRIMMER II
URBAN FORESTER II
UTILITIES ANALYST
VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN II
WELDER I

Shift Differential Pay Call-in Pay Stand-by/On-call Pay

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x
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Pay Differentials
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Pay Differentials
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Pay Differentials
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Preliminary Recommendations &
Next Steps
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Preliminary Recommendations
▪ Internal Equity: Review closely positions that are similar in job size but have large
differences in pay. Close review of these would strengthen internal equity. Factors such as
seniority, performance and market pressures and premium pay should be considered.
▪ Market Competitiveness: In aggregate, the studied population, on aggregate, falls 6% above
the P50 level of the market, but individual jobs vary and some are extremely below market.
Additionally, some jobs are paid “above market”, closer to the P75 of the market (which
may indicate an internal need and necessary for attraction and retention of staff).
▪ Summary Statistics: Modify as needed the salary structure midpoints against the P50 of the
market data (midpoints vs. actuals).
▪ Cost impact should be reviewed on an incumbent by incumbent basis, and how the
market pay data should be incorporated into the County’s current pay grade and
structure.
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Next Steps
▪ Analyze individual job data to current structure midpoint and make adjustments as
needed.

▪ Review individual jobs compared to revised midpoints (based on market position, pay
equity adjustment considerations).
▪ Discuss and evaluate cost implications across agencies.
▪ Discuss if the County would like to offer one-time lump sum payments especially where
there might be ongoing challenges recruiting or retaining talent.
▪ Initiate discussions on how the County management team should communicate the
results of the study. Decide on:
➢ Key stakeholders communication plan (steps, timing, accountabilities);
➢ Key messages, mediums, messengers for staff communication;
➢ Broad and segmented messaging by employee groups; and
➢ FAQs for common and tough issues.

Appendix A: Job Evaluation
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KF Job Evaluation Methodology
▪ KF was the first organization in the world to develop an approach to understand and compare job
content
▪ The most consistent and widely used technique in the world today, KF’s job evaluation methodology
is used by eight of the world’s largest 10 organizations and two-thirds of the top 50

▪ One of the fundamental factors that contributes to the success of this methodology is that this
method measures job-related factors exclusively, independent of incumbent characteristics, current
salary, or other non-job content factors
▪ Federal and State courts have always upheld this methodology as a reasonable and objective way to
measure job content and link to market data

▪ Enables comparison of work based on content, not title
▪ Enables each position to be compared to each other and the market, even if the job design is unique
▪ Enables the comparison of compensation data across companies and even across industries
▪ Can recognize unique market practices for functions or industries
Job Evaluation
A means of determining the relative importance of jobs in an organization within a structured,
orderly and consistent manner, which takes account of job content and organizational context

Key Factors of Job Evaluation

+
Know-How

+
Problem
Solving

Accountability

▪ Practical/Technical
Knowledge

▪ Thinking
Environment

▪ Planning, Organizing
and Integrating
(Managerial)
Knowledge

▪ Thinking Challenge

▪ Communicating and
Influencing Skills

=
▪ Freedom to Act

▪ Nature of Impact
▪ Area of Impact
(Magnitude)

Basic Assumptions
Jobs not people
At fully acceptable performance level
As is not as “will be”

Ignore current status, title or salary

Total job
size

Appendix B: Survey Job Matches
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Job Matches – Various Data Sources
▪ KF found matches from the Human Resources Association – National Capital Area (HRA-NCA) survey and
the 2018 Northeast & South Atlantic Engineering Salary Survey and the LGPA Survey to supplement the
custom survey data from local jurisdictions.
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Job Matches – Various Data Sources (continued)
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Appendix C: List of Survey Data
Source & Participants
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List of Surveys
▪ The following pages list participants that provided data in the survey cited in this
report.
▪ Please note that Economic Research Institute has an extensive database and the
list of participating organizations can be found on their website: erieri.com.
▪ HRNCA Survey is a club survey that has an extensive participant list.

List of Surveys
2018 Custom Survey conducted by Korn Ferry
Company Name
Arlington County, VA Government *
City of Alexandria, VA Government *
Montgomery County, MD Government *
Prince William County, VA Government *
Washington, DC Government *
Alexandria Renew
City of Manassas, VA Government
Fairfax County Public Schools
Fairfax Water
Fauquier County, VA Government
Henrico County, VA Government
Howard County, MD Government
Loudoun Water
Pleasant Valley Golf Club
Town of Herndon, VA
WSSC Water
* indicates comparator organizations for Fairfax County

List of Surveys
2018 KFHG Public Sector - Government
City of American Fork, UT
City of Brigham, UT
City of Price, UT
City of Riverdale, UT
Collin County, TX
County of Summit, UT
Davis County Personnel
Granite School District
Hanover County Public Schools
Iron County School District
Jordan School District
Murray City School District
Nebo School District
New Zealand Trade & Enterprise
State of Idaho
State of Montana
State of Nebraska
State of Nevada
State of New Mexico
State of North Dakota
State of Oklahoma
State of Oregon
State of Pennsylvania Department of Housing Financing
State of South Dakota
State of Utah
State of Wyoming
Tarrant County
Valley Emergency Communications Center
York County Public Schools

List of Surveys
2018 Salary Survey of Engineering-East
(Zweig Group’s Salary Survey of Northeast & South Atlantic)
184 Engineering firms:
Northeast
Northern New England (Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont)
„Southern New England (Massachusetts; Connecticut, other than Metro New York City;
Rhode
Island)
„Metro New
York City (Southern Connecticut, Long Island, Lower Hudson Valley, Northern
New Jersey)
Upstate
New York (Upper Hudson Valley, Albany, Rochester, Syracuse, Buffalo,
Binghamton)
„Metro Philadelphia (Eastern/Central Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey)
Western Pennsylvania (Pittsburgh, Erie)
South Atlantic
„Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia
„North Carolina, West Virginia
Georgia, South Carolina
„Northern Florida
„Central Florida
„Southern Florida

2017 HRA-NCA Compensation Survey Participants
Association
Air Line Pilots Association

*Association of American Railroads

*American Alliance of Museums

*Consumer Technology Association

*American Association of Community Colleges

*Graduate Management Admission Council

American Association of School Administrators

*Industrial Designers Society of America

*American Chemistry Council

*Institute of International Finance, Inc.

*American College of Radiology

*Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries

American Farm Bureau Federation

*Investment Company Institute

*American Gas Association

*LeadingAge

*American Immigration Lawyers Association

*National Association of Broadcasters

*American Institute of Aeronautics & Astronautics

*National Association of Convenience Stores

*American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine

*National Association of Home Builders

*American Occupational Therapy Association

*National Association of Manufacturers

American Speech Language Hearing Association

*National Business Group on Health

*ASIS International

*National Cooperative Business Association CLUSA International

*Association for Financial Professionals, Inc.

*National Rural Electric Cooperative Association

*Association for Professionals in Infection Control and Epidemiology, Inc

*The Association For Manufacturing Technology

*Association of American Medical Colleges

*The Optical Society
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2017 HRA-NCA Compensation Survey Participants
Education
*American University
Anne Arundel County Public Schools
*Fairfax County Public Schools
*George Mason University
*Georgetown University
*Johns Hopkins University
*University of Maryland
*Virginia Tech

*American University
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2017 HRA-NCA Compensation Survey Participants
Financial Services

Hospitality, Transportation, Services

Commonwealth One Federal Credit Union

*B.F. Saul Company

EagleBank

*HMS Host

*Federal Realty Investment Trust
*Freddie Mac

Manufacturing and Construction

*GEICO

*Medifast Inc

*Legal & General America, Inc

*Washington Gas Light Company

*NEA Member Benefits Corporation
*NRUCFC
*United Educators Insurance
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2017 HRA-NCA Compensation Survey Participants
Non-Profit
*ACDI/VOCA

*National Center for Missing & Exploited Children

American Farmland Trust

National Committee for Quality Assurance

American Institute for Cancer Research

National Family Planning & Reproductive Health Association

*American Society for Microbiology

*National Industries for the Blind

*American Society of Clinical Oncology

*National Society Daughters of the American Revolution

*Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

*National Trust for Historic Preservation

*Catholic Relief Services

*PATH

Center for Science in the Public Interest

*PBS

*Center for Strategic and International Studies

*Pew Research Center

Community Law Center

Population Services International

*Conservation International

Tax Analysts

Corporation for Enterprise Development

TechnoServe

*Cystic Fibrosis Foundation

*The Brookings Institution

Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation

*The Children's Inn at NIH

*Environmental Working Group

*The Heritage Foundation

*Fairfax Water

*The Humane Society of the United States

*Family Research Council

*The National Academies

*FASEB

*The U.S. Pharmacopeial Convention

*FHI 360

*The Urban Institute

*Global Communities

*Truth Initiative

Henry M. Jackson Foundation for the Advancement of Military Medicine

*United Service Organizations

Howard Hughes Medical Institute

*United States Conference of Catholic Bishops

IESC-International Executive Service Corp

*United States Institute of Peace

*Institute for Defense Analyses

*Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority

*International Food Policy Research Institute

*World Resources Institute

International Foundation for Electoral Systems

*World Wildlife Fund

*International Partnership for Microbicides

ZERO TO THREE

National Aquarium in Baltimore
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2017 HRA-NCA Compensation Survey Participants
Professional Services
*Abt Associates, Inc.

*Mayer Brown LLP

*American Institutes for Research

*Mission Essential

*American Systems

*MPR Associates, Inc.

*Aronson LLC

*OneDigital

*Bates White, LLC

*PAE

*Berkshire Associates Inc.

*Potomac Companies, Inc.

*Chemonics International, Inc.

Raffa, P.C.

*CNA

*RAND Corporation

*Crowell & Moring, LLP

*Salient CRGT

*DAI ESOP, Inc.

*Serco, Inc.

*Foster Thomas Inc.

*Social & Scientific Systems, Inc.

*Helios HR

*Systems Planning and Analysis, Inc.

Hunton & Williams

*The HR Team, Inc.

*iHire, LLC

*The Singer Group

*Keller Benefit Services, Inc.

*TPO, Inc.

*Kforce Government Solutions

*University Research Co., LLC

*Kirkland & Ellis LLP

*Virginia Tech Applied Research Corp

*Levick Strategic Communications, LP

*Westat, Inc.

*ManTech International Corp.

*WilmerHale LLP
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2017 HRA-NCA Compensation Survey Participants
Publishing and Broadcasting
Other
*C-SPAN
*AECOM, Management Services Group

SAGE (formerly CQ Press)
ASRC Federal Holding Co.

*The Chronicle of Higher Education
*BAE Systems, Inc.

The Washington Post
*Corporate Office Properties Trust

*Washington Educational Telecommunications Assoc Channel 26
*Country Casual Teak
FrontPoint Security Solutions, LLC

Telcom, ISP and Network Services

NCI Information Systems, Inc.
Washington Real Estate Investment Trust
*AECOM, Management Services Group

*Hughes Network Systems
*Intelsat
National Rural Telecommunications Cooperative
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Economic Research Institute
▪ ERI Assessor Data Information is from ERI’s Salary Assessor databases as of March
31 of the given survey year. Salary values of the Salary Assessor software and
databases are the compiled results of licensed U.S. salary surveys and datasets
collected and analyzed by ERI, in addition to analyses derived from millions of data
points gathered annually from loan and employment applicant earnings
verifications, public domain IRS and SEC forms, as well as ERI’s industry and job
family surveys.
▪ ERI's Salary Assessor is by far the more robust analysis but may not satisfy the
definition of a "survey" in some governmental regulations. That said, thousands of
organizations use ERI's Salary Assessor analyses annually to plan salaries.
▪ Incumbent Information Participation is solicited from employers in the public,
private and nonprofit sectors, as well as government entities in the United States
during the survey participation period of October to March. Submitted information
is normalized to a common date before calculations are done. In compliance with
FTC regulations, the information provided by survey participants is based on data
more than three months old.

▪ ERI’s Assessor Series applications allow users to customize analyses by planning
date, industry sub-sector, and specific geography, whether it be at the nation, state,
or city level.

Thank you

